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Introduction

Detailed studies of plasma scenarios are considered to play a very important role in providing

support to ITER design choices and in preparing for the successful operation of ITER. These

studies are typically carried out using codes such as CORSICA [1, 2]. CORSICA combines a 2D

free boundary equilibrium package with various transport and source models. These simulations

are, however, computationally very intensive. Parallelization is the only way to shorten the

wallclock time for these calculations, which is necessary for incorporating realistic physics and

engineering constraints in these simulations.

For simulations of this nature, space parallelization has so far been the most common tech-

nique (to the best of our knowledge). Using CORSICA as a test-bed, this work explores the pos-

sibilities of parallelizing another domain, time, to achieve computational speedup. The parareal

algorithm [3] is used to apply temporal parallelization to CORSICA. Preliminary results sug-

gest that a significant computational gain may be achieved through temporal parallelization.

Prior to its application to a complex system like turbulence [4], the parareal algorithm had been

applied to relatively simpler problems [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Since plasma scenario simulations involve

a large degree of non linearity and coupled physics, time parallelization of CORSICA involves

new challenges that have previously not been encountered.

Parareal Algorithm

The parareal algorithm is described in detail in [3, 4]. It employs a predictor-corrector ap-

proach to split a time series into slices. Each slice is then solved in parallel across individual

processors. A coarse solver (G) and a fine solver (F) are required for an implementation of the

algorithm. G is characterized by a very small computation time as compared to F but yielding

a coarse estimate of the solution to a time dependent initial value problem. G always operates

as a serial process. F on the other hand, is computationally very slow but generates the correct

estimate. F is applied in parallel, across individual processors. G and F are alternated across

parareal iterations to achieve temporal parallelization. A solution across an individual proces-

sor is considered to have attained convergence when the relative error between two successive
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fine solutions reaches a value less than or equal to a prescribed value set as the convergence

criterion.

In case of CORSICA, the application has been achieved by the implementation of the parareal

framework [10] written in Python. This framework has been developed at ORNL as part of

the SWIM IPS project. As an alternative, parareal implementation could be carried out using

MPI and OpenMP parallelization. That method is considerably more tedious. Moreover, such

implementation is problem specific - which means each separate problem has to be treated

individually. Using a Python based framework, such as the one used here, allows incorporating

different problems in a relatively simpler fashion.

The framework also addresses another problem commonly faced with the application of the

parareal algorithm. The prime challenge of a successful implementation depends on the choice

of the optimum coarse solver, G for the best gain and efficiency. This task is relatively simpler

when using the framework. The parareal framework depends on a I/O file based system which

may often contribute to a computational overhead.

Results

The initial application of the parareal algorithm to CORSICA generates promising results. As

the main goal in this work was to explore the applicability of the algorithm to a code as complex

as CORSICA, a relatively simple case was chosen for the implementation. The simulations

involved analytic sources as simulating the sources would make the problem more complex.

In this application, bigger timesteps were used to achieve the coarse solution. The coarse

time step was 0.4 seconds while the fine solution required a time step size of 0.01 seconds. The

typical walltime for a serial computation for 50 seconds is 13 hours when using short time steps

( 0.01 to 0.05 seconds). With the application of the parareal algorithm a computational gain

of 8.32 was achieved with 12 processors. Figs. (1(a)) and (1(b)) represent the variation of the

plasma poloidal beta (βp) (normalized stored energy) with time. The variation of the internal

inductance (li), a measure of the current density profile evolution, is shown in Figs. (2(a)) and

Figs. (2(b)). Figs.(1(a)) and (2(a)) are the solutions obtained from a serial run on 1 processor,

while Figs.(1(b)) and (2(b)) are the same ones obtained using the parareal algorithm across

10 processors. For the parareal simulations, the entire time series was split into slices, each of

length 5 seconds, to be solved across multiple processors. Each color on the parareal solutions

(Figs.(1(b)) and (2(b))) represents the calculation across a different processor. The error toler-

ance for parareal convergence was set to 5e−3 for this simulation. The entire time series across

10 processors required only 2 parareal iterations to attain convergence. However, a longer time

series across more processors may require an increased number of parareal iterations to attain
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convergence.

(a) Serial solution (b) Parareal solution

Figure 1: The variation of poloidal beta βp with time. The serial solution closely resembles

the parareal solution. The colors on the plot for the parareal solution represent the calculations

across different processors.

(a) Serial solution (b) Parareal solution

Figure 2: The variation of internal inductance li with time. The serial solution closely resembles

the parareal solution. The colors on the plot for the parareal solution represent the calculations

across different processors.

Conclusions and future work

Preliminary application of the parareal algorithm to CORSICA generates a significant com-

putational gain (of 8.32 with 12 processors). The value may be expected to be enhanced with

an increase in the number of processors.

More options for the choice of the coarse solver may be explored in the future. Future ap-

plications should also include increasing complexities in the simulations - for example, the in-

troduction of simulated source terms, such as Monte-Carlo neutral-beam injection, ray tracing
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electron-cyclotron heating, full-wave ion-cyclotron heating, free-boundary equilibrium bound-

ary control. These applications may introduce restrictions to the choice of the coarse solver and

may require multi level concurrencies.

A successful implementation of the parareal algorithm to CORSICA makes the study of

plasma scenarios at ITER significantly more feasible. The reduced simulation times would

allow for systematic parameter variation studies needed for scenario evolution and discharge

development and validation. The performance can be greatly enhanced if the temporal paral-

lelization is combined with spatial parallelization to achieve maximum computational gain.

Disclaimer

The views and opinions expressed here do not necessarily represent those of the ITER Orga-

nization.
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